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This report describes a digital computer code CAVE3 (Conduction Analysis Via
Eigenvalues for Three Dimensional Geometries) which provides a convenient and economical
tool for predicting the transient temperature response .,)f structures. This code is an
extension of the work done under contract NAS1-13655 for lwo-dimensional g('ometries.
CAVE3 is written in FORTRAN IV and is operational on both the IBM 370/165 and
CDC 6600 computers.
The method of solution is a hybrid analytical-numerical technique which utilizes
eigenvalues (thern,al frequencies) and eigcnvectors (thermal mode vectors). The method
is inherently stable, permitting large tim(' stt ps even with the best of conductors with
the finest of mesh sizes, which can provide a factor-of-five reduction in machine time
compared to conventional explicit finite difference methods when structures with small
time constants are analyzed over long time periods. This code will find utility in analyzing
hypersonic missile and aircraft structures which fall naturally into this class.
The code is a completely general one in that problems involving any geometry,
boundary conditions and materials can bc analyzed. This is made possible by requiring
the user to establish the thermal network, e.g., node capacitances, conductances between
nodes, etc. Dynamic storage allocation is used to minimize core storage requirements.
This report is primarily a user's manual for the CAVE3 code. Input and output
formats are presented and explained. Sample problems are included which illustrate
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Section 1
IN TRODU CTION
The computer code CAVE3 (Conduction Analysis Via Eig(,nvalues for Three
Dimensional Geometries) provides a convenient and economi(,'al tool for predicting the
transient temperature response of structures. ;t will find slx_(.ial utility in the analysis
of thermal protection systems for hypersonic missiles and aircraft wilerc the flight
trajectory time is Large in comparison t() the time c:)nstants of the structures.
The method employed by CAVE3 to solve the partial differential heat conduction
equation is a hybrid analytical-numerical (ITAN) technique which wa._ d ycleped under a
previous NASA contract NAS1-13655 (Ref. 1).
Mr. James L. tlunt, of the lligh Speed Aerodynamics Division, Langley Research
Center, Virginia, served as the NASA technical monitor for that program.
In the HAN method, spatial deviativcs are replaced by appropriate finite difference
representations and the temporal derivatives are retained as ordinary derivatives. In
effect the problem is subdivided into a number of tmiform temperature systems or nodes
that are coupled and changing in temperature. 2"he problem is thereby specified by a set
of first order, linear, ordinary differential equations whose solution is expressed in terms
of eigenvectors (thermal mode vectors for the system) and eigenvalues (thermal frequencies
of the system). The complete solution for a system involving N nodes contains N eigenvalues
and N eigenvectors. The determination of all N eigenvalues and elgcnvectors involves formid-
able computations for typical heat transfer problems involving hundreds of nodes - however
the accuracy requirements of most problems do not require the determination of all N
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In fact, a small r ]m;,er say 10 or so arc sufficient when
the heat flux response is contained in the first few thermal modes (characteristic _)f
materials with high thermal dtffusivity) or if the rc.-'ponse for a large number of time
increments is required, which is precisely the situation in predicting the temperatures
throughout the flight traiectory of a hypersonic vehicle. A reduction by a factor of five in
"x
computer time can be expected over conventional explicit finite difference codes for
typical flight trajectory analyses. The savings in computer time is due to the HAN method
3
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being inherently stable and, therefore, permitting large time steps in comparison to an
explicit algorithm.
This report is basically a user's manual for CAVE3. The next section discusses
the overall operation and running of CAVE3 while Section 3 describes the input data format.
Sections 4 and 5 present _,o sample problems provided by the contract monitor. These
problems are used to illustrate the input data and output of CAVE3 and to establish the
validity and accuracy of the code. Section 6 provides the programmer oriented docu-
ment_tion of CAVE3, i.e., list of subroutines, variables and logic diagrams.
Mr. Charles B. Johnson, of the High Speed Aerodynamics Division, Langley
ReseaL'ch Center, Virginia, served as the NASA technical monitor for the program.
At Grumman, the contract was administered by the Advanced Development office,
under Fred Berger, Manager of Advanced Development System Engineering. The Study
Manager was Dr. Kenneth A. Rathjen. Mr. Joseph V. Palmieri developed much of the




DESCRIPTION OF CAVE3 CODE f)PERATION
This section provides an overview of the CAVE3 code capabilities, method of
solution and input/output.
CAVE3 has been designed to Ix, a comph'tely general digital c¢_mputer code for
operation on the CDC 6600 and IBM 370/165 computers. Qperation of CAVE3 requires the
following type of information from the user:
• Initial temperatures of nodes
• Capacitance (mass times specific heat) of each node
• Conductance (and convection) links between nodes
• Radiation links between nodes
• Heat generated at a node
• Boundary conditions (e. g. adiabatic wall temperature or rccovt, ry
temperature and convective heat transfer coefficient)
• Thermal properties as a function of temperature
• Initial and final time
• Time steps (which can be variable)
The user may assign any node numbering system desired; CAVE3 establishes a
node labeling array that ts packed to ensure efficient matrix operations. The inout for
CAVE3 has been designed to be totally generalized and options have been p'.o_'ided to mini-
mize the amount of input. The data is structured in blocks and resides on one data file.
A detailed description of the Input Is provided in Section 3.
The user, via input, establishes the overall core size available. CAVE3
'.mmlcally allocates storage for the individual arrays based on the data Input. In this ..
fashion the user does not pay for excess overhead by executing a program designed for
a large scale problem with fixed storage when running a smaller problem. The code is
designed so that the data storage is set-up and maintained In the main program and the
program flow Is controlled by subroutine CAVE3. The program Is modular in struc-
ture which aids the user to unders,'.and the logic and make changes if desired.
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A description of each subroutine and its specific task, along with flow charts, is presented
in Section 6.
The main advantage of CAVE3 over other general thermal analyzer codes is in
execution time. CAVE3 will prove economical in solving transient heat conduction v:oblems
involving structures with time constants that are small compared to the time period of
interest (e.g. flight traiectory). The method employed in CAVE3 is a hybrid analytic;al-
numerical technique that is inherently stable permitting large time steps in compa; i_ ,,_ to
explicit finite difference methods. It is noted fhal there is a significant amount of computer
time required to determine the eigenveetors and eigenvalues of the solution, and therefore
the method is not advantageous compared to conventional explicit qehemes for problems
involving a short time period (e. g. total time of interest on the order of 100 times the
maximum permissible time step).
A detailed description of the method is presented m Ref. (1) and therefore only a
brief overview is presented here. The transient heat conduction problem being solved is
characterized by the following system of r. first-order linear differential equations with
constant coefficients
Ci d"_"-Ti : s_'Kij (Tj - Ti) _ IIi (TAw , i - Ti) _ 0i i = 1,n Eq. (1)J
where Ci = thermal capacitance of node i
K.. = conductive coupling between nodes i and i1]
Ti = temperature of node i
T. = temperature of node i which is adjacent to nook, il
tt i = convective coupling between node i and the fluid (for interior
nodes IIi = 0)
t = time
TAW, i = adiabatic wall temperature of the fluid in contact with nork, l
t_i = heat generated at node i
There are n such coupled differential equations, one for each of the n nodes.
It is noted that radiation between nodes is considered via a linearization process described
in Appendix C of Ref. (1) which leads to modified conductive and/or convective couplings.
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The system ofequationsgivenin Eq. (1)has thefollowingexactsolutionfora
particulartime-sublnterval(AppendixF ofRef. (1)givesthedetails):
n
= T + _ c..exp (_tjt) Fq. (2)Ti m. U
i i-1
where
Ti = temperatureatnode iattime t ._econdsintothetime subinterval
T_i = steady-statetemperatureatnode ifortheparticulartime ._ublnterval
cij :- constantsthatdepend on theToo , ._setofeigenvectorsofa matrix A,i
and the temperaturesofthenodes atthestartofthetime subinterval
_tj = theeigenvaluesofn matrix A
t = time intotheparticulartime subinterval.Ifr representsthe time in
theflightrajectory,and ifr and r representthetime atthestartandS e
end ofa time subinterval,thenthefollowingrelationshipshold:
0<t__<re.-rs andr= rs _t for rs<t_ _<re
A = symmetric matrixwhose elements depend on the Ci, Kijand 11iof
Eq. (1).(RefertoAppendixesA and F of Ref. (1).)
Consideringa thermal networkwith n nodes, thereare thenn eigcnvaluesand eigenvectors
tobe determinedand used ,nEq. (2). Considerablemachine time can bc saved by calcu-
latingonlythoseelgenval,lesand eigenvectorsft',at-'e"significrnt"or "dominant". This
was notedvery aptlyby Maise and Rossi inNASA CR.-2435and used by them inthe CAPE
code fortheinverseheattransferproblem offindingtheboundary conditionsgiventhe
temperaturehistory,and itwas used inRef. (1).When the seriesin Eq. (2)istruncated
tothe "dominant"terms, we obtain:
ne
T i = T=i _clj exp (_tjt) Eq. (3)j=l
where ne is a number sub_tantially less thnn n. It represents the number of dominant
eigenvalues and eigenvectors that will be found and utilized by the code. This is nn input
number decided upon by the qser. Appendix A of Ref. (1) discusses the effect of ne on
solution accuracy.
7
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It may be interesting to digress for a moment to note that the usual thermal anal-
dT i
yzers take equation (1) a step further and replace the ordinary derivative _ with a finite
difference approximation. Depending on the form of the approximation either an explicit
or implicit algorithm is obtained. In the common explicit and implicit formulations, the
Ti's and T.'s are taken to be constant during the time step interval. In the current tlAN]
method, the ordinary derivative is retained and the T.'s and T.'s are treated as time-
u j
dependent variables in Eq. (1). This leads to a more accurate solution with no limitation
on the time step from a stability standpoint. Ilowever, in sol_ing I.:q. (1), the IIAN method
treats the Ci, Kij, IIi an¢t TAW,i as constants. "l'his is nec_;ssarv, as discussed in
AppendLx E of Ref. (1), for an cigenvalue solution to exist. The technique used within
CAVE3 to handle variations in these parameters is to subdivide the total time interval
(e. g., the flight traiectory) and take these parameters to be piecewise constant within e_ch
time subinterval.
Thus, the single problem of determining the temperature distribution in the structure
vchere the boundary eg.-,ditions are varying is solvecl by considelin._ a number ot sub-
problems where the boundary conditions are piecewisc constant. The;so subproblems are
interconnected il: that the temperature at the end of one time subinterval becomes the
initial temperature for the next time subinterval. It should be noted that the time sub-
intervals, or time steps in the IIAN method, arc, typically of the order of seconds or tens
of seconds which is probably 100 to 1000 times larger than is permissible with the explicit
metht _1.
CAVE3 uses the convective coefficient and adiabahc wall temp_,ratures at the
beginning of the time interval for the entire time interval. Therefore it. sc'.ecting the time
subintervals, the user should be guided by the variation in the boundary conditions with
particular concern for abrupt changes that affect the convective heating. For those prob-
lems in which the te,.,perature dependency of the material properties p ys a dominant
role for some reason, or Lfra,iiaticn heat transfer is of ffreat importance, a second run
with smaller subintervals should be made to determine the effect of subinterval selection
on the predicted temperatures.
The problem solution is accomplished In CAVE3 using the following sequence:
1. Storage requirements for the various arrays are determined and allocated.
2. Initial conditions are printed out.
i
.m
..__m_ .._ .._ .... ,_, ...... _. , ,,, . _ - _ ..............
............. i'_ "*' J.$ ..... -I,. .......
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Then for each time step the following are done:
3. Using the temperature distribution at the start of the time step, the thermal
properties of the materials are determined, followed by fhe capacitances and
cnnduetances for the network. This step is not exercised if the material
properties are independent of temperature.
4. The convective heat transfer and conduction coupling,', are then modihed to
account for radiation if it is iming considered. App_'ndix C of Ref. (1)
gives the details of the linearised _reatment that is given to th[' radiation
heat transfer.
5. Set up a matrix A in compact form which depends on lhe Ci, Kii and I!i of
Eq. (1) (Refer to Appendix F of Ref. (1).)
6. Obtain the ne dominant eigenveetors anti eigenvalues of matrix A using
Jennings _2)"method of simultaneous vector iteration.
7. I:_termtne the steady-state solution to E(I. (1).
8. Calculate theeii ofEq. (3) fori =1, 2,...,hand j--l, 2, ...,he.
9. Calculate the temperatures of the nodes at the end of the time subinterval
using Eq. (3).
10. Set the initial temperatures for the next time subinterval equal to the final
temperature of the present subinterval. Increment time.
11. Print temperatures.
1_ Repeat steps 3 through 11 until the final time has been reached. The
solution is then complet"d.
T;,e following sections describe in detail the input d;,ta format for CAVE3 and
two sample problems which will enable the reader t_: -se CAVE3.
9
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The input to CAVE3 consists of one data file containing 3 control cards, 4 title cards
and 9 distinct blocks of information. The unit input is general in that any s(.! of consistent
units can bt used. The general format is displayed in Figure 3-1 and a more detailed
set of descriptions is presented in Figure 3-2.
First Control Car0:
This card consists of 11 variables describing the storage size, the degre_ of
accuracy and the input outpdt options. The variable NUMBND indicates the number of
boundary nodes, NUMITR, the number of iterated nodes, NUMCON, the number of
conductors, which includes conduction and convection links, NUMRAD, indicates the
number of radiators, NUMNOD, the highest node number, L_UMFLX, number of heat
fluxes. These variables are used to determine the size of the data array. Care should be
taken to minimize the size of each variable to truly represent the problem to be solved
for excess size will cause a need for excessive core storage and increase the running time.
Variable NSTR, is a storage parameter which indicates the size of the problem. The
program will compute the value during execution and output the input value versus the
computed value, thereby allowing the user to modify NSTR to the proper value. NEVALU
is used to indicate the number of eigenvalues to be used to solve the problem. The higher
the number of eigenvalues used the more accurate the solution and the longer the execut-
ion time. The user should investigate the proper size o_ NEVALU and minimize its size.
Generally the smaller the size problem the smaIl-r the number of eigenvalues needed to
obtain the proper solution. IDIAG, is tl_e diagnostic flag. If the user wants a more
detaiIed output indicating the steady staYe solution at each time step and the dominant
eigenvectors the ,mer should set IDIAG equal Io 1. Leaving IDIAG blank or setting it to
0 indicates the user wants only the temperature time history written out. IFLUX is also
an output flag. If IFLUX is equal to one it indicates that the user wants the cumu-
lative fluxes printed out for each node at each time step; a zero indicates no fluxes should
Ix, written out.
11




The user can use four cards to describe the problem (foul" cards are required). The
title block will be printed out in the output.
Second Control Card:
This card consists of two variables KODF and NMTRIC. KODE should be left blank.
NMTRIC is a flag indicating the units of input; 0 indicating degrees Fahrenheit; 1, d('gr(;es
Rankinc; 2, degrees O'ntigra&' and 3, degrees Kelvin.
Third Control Card:
.his card consists of variables KODE, TIME, DTIME, FTIME, and SIG. KODE
again should be left blank, TIME indicates the initial tim(', DTIME indicates the time
step, FTIME, the final time and SIG the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, ff SIG is left blank
or set to zero it indicates that the Stefan-Boltzmann constant has been folded into the
radiat ion couplings.
Initial Temperature Block for Iterated Nodes:
This block of data establishes the initial temperature values for each of the
itert_ted nodcs. Variables II and JJ, the multiple parameter input are used to condense
the input where the user numbering scheme allows. This Multiple Parameter Input option
is explained at the end of this section.
Temperature Block for Boundary and/or Specified Temperature Nodes:
This block of data consists of the temperature values of boundary nodes and/or
nodes within the structure with specified temperatures. The multiple parameter input is
available to minimize l,e input. These values can Ix' made to vaL'y with time by using
the proper table format (discussed in Table Block).
Capacitance Block
Within this block the node thermal capacitance (mass times specific heat) is
.;torcd in the CAP(N) array for each node N. Again the multiple parameter option is
available.
Conductance Block
The nodal conductance (and convection) values are contained in this block of data.
The program requires a conductance sequence number N, the two node numbers I and J




an overall UA and therefore is associated with both conduction and convection links. Note
the link need only be established in one direction i.e., if a conductor is input from node 6
to 12 it need not be listed again from 12 to 6.
Radiation Coupling Block
The radiation links are stored in this block of data. Similar to the conductance
block, N represents the radiation sequence number, followed by I and J the node numbers
connected by the radiation link, followed by the radiation coupling value. (As with the
conductor links it should only be input once.) This value can contain the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant or can be computed without it, but the SIG flag must indicate which option the user
selected.
Heat Source Block
The heat source or sinks are stored in this block. The heat source sequence
number (N) should be input followed by (I) the number of the node to which the source is
applied and Q(I), the heat source value.
Conductor Constant Block
This block contains the parameter A/AX, the conductor constant. This parameter
is used when adjusting the conductance to represent the effect of changing thermal pro-
perties. The symbol A represents the cross sectional area perpendicular to the flow
of heat. TheA X term represents the distance from the node center to the node boundary.
The parameter is stored as a function of the conductor number it is associated with (N).
DISI(N) represents the value of the constant associated with me node from which the
conductance is emanating from. DIS2(N) represents the value of the constant associated
with node to which the conductance is emanating to. Figure 3-3 is presented to
demonstrate the computation of the conductance term and the geometric positions of
variables A andAX.
Table Block
The table format is simple and permits convenient manipulation. Tables are
assigned consecutive table numbers according to their position in the input data array.
"x,
Each table starts with a header card specifying the table dimensions, 1. e., the numter
of values of the independent variable and the number of dependent variables, followed by
a table index which indicates the type of table, and then an optional title. A list of
table types and their descriptions are listed in Figure 3-2 in the Table Block section
and explained below. The values of the independent variable are specified on the next
13
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card. These values are listed consecutively, up to 7 per line as required. The dependent
variables follow with all values of each variable being specified consecutively. The tables
make no use of sequence numbers to identify variables or records. No blank record or
delimeter is used at the end of a table; the next table or the 11100 record (to indicate
the end of the table block) follows immediately.
The LFLAG index, as mentioned previously, is used to distinguish the use of each
table. The table options are broken up in seven segments, the user has the option to vary:
(1) the time step as a function of time (LFLAG equal to 1), (2) the boundary
temperature with time (10000 < LFLAG < 20000), (3) heat sources or sinks with lime
(20000 < LFLAG < 30000), (4) eonductanc:e value versus temperature (30000 < LFLAG < 40000),
(5) conductance value versus time (40000 < LFI,AG < 50000), (6) capacitance value versus
temperature (50000 < LFLAG < 60000) and (7) thermal properties versus temperature
(LFLAG -- 99999). In all eases except the first and last, LFLAG also related the node
number, or conductor number with the changing parameter it was associated with i.e.,
if node 99 was a boundary node and its temperature was a function of time the user would
have input a value of 10099 for LFLAG indicating boundary temperature (node number
10099-10000) was changing with time and at every new time step a new value would be
extracted from the table. If the user wants to adjust the time step he must input in the
first table the desired time steps as a function of increment. Note the first time step
is set by the initial input in control card 3. An example would be if the user input an
initial DTIME equal to. 001 and wanted it increased by • 001 four times. The user
would have put in the first table of his input a L1 = 4, L2 = 1, and LFLAG " 1 followed
by a card with the increments 1., 2., 3., and 4., and finally a card with .002, .003,
• 004, and. 005. The progrmn would have understood this to mean the first time step
should be. 001, the second. 002, the third. 003, the fourth. 004 and the fifth. 005.
The final LFLAG segment is used when conductivity and/or specific heat are changing
with temperature. This option assumes the first dependent variable input in the table
is specific treat and the second the conductivity. When this table option is activated an
additional block of in.formation has to be input. That is a node table number correspon-
dence table. A value must be entered for each node whose property changes with time and
the table number associated with the properties of tlmt node. If all iterated node proper- \
ties are represented by a single table (same material), the user can set the variable
Jl(1)=0 and J2(1)=table number. The program will then automatically assign the table
number stored in J2(1) to all nodes.
Termination Card:




T,tle Block (4 cards)
Second Cont,ol Card
Third Control Cald
Imtlal Tempeuature Block for Iterated Nodes
• 11100

















Figure 3-1. General Data Format
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. ,, ...... _ _ ...... I
First Control Card (1015)
NUMBND = Number of boundary nodes
NUMITR = Number of iterated nodes
NUMCON = Number of conductors
NUMRAD = Number of radiators
NUMNOD = Highest node number
NUMFLX = Number of fluxes
NSTR = Storage parameter
NEVALU = Number ofmgenvalues
IDIAG = Diagnostic flag (0, no diagnostic; 1, diagnostics)
IFLUX Flux option (0, fluxes not to be printed; 1, fluxes to be
printed out)
Title Block
4 Title Cards (any format)
Second Control Card
KODE, NMTRIC (15, 15X, 15)
KODE = 0or blank
NMTRIC = 0, inputlndegreesFahrenhelt
= 1, input in degrees Rankine
2, input m degreesCentigrade
= 3, input in degrees Kelvin
Figure 3-2. Detailed Input Description (Sheet 1 of 6)
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KODE, TIME, DTIME, FTIME, SIG (15, 4E10.0)
KODE = 0orblank
TIME = initialtume
DTIME = computing interval
FTIME = end of computMg time
SIG = Stefan-Boltzmann constant
Values for the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, onvarious units are g,venun the following table.
It should be noted that if a zero is input or no Stefan-Boltzmann constant Jsinput the
program assumesatw011be included in the radaation links.
Stefan--Boltzmann Constants
0.1714 x 10-8 BTU/h, - sq. ft. - °R4
5.673 x 10-12 Watts/sq. cm. - °K4
1.355 x 10-12 Cal/sec - sq. cm. - °K4
5.669 x 10-5 ergs/sec- sq.cm. - °K4
Initial Temperature Block for Iterated Nodes
KODE, N, T(N), II, JJ (215, El0.0, 21b)
11100 (15)
KODE = 0orblank
N = node number
T (N) = node inttial temperature
II = limit for multiple parameter input
JJ = spacingfor multiple paremeter input
Figure 3-2. Detailed Input Description (Sheet 2 of 6)
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Temperature Block fnr Eloundaryand/or Fixed Temperature Nodes
KODE, N, T (N), II, JJ (215, EIO O, 215)
11100 (15)
KODE = 0or blank
N = node number
T (N) = boundary node temperature
II = hmlt for multiple paramc.tev input
JJ - spacmqfor mult.ple parameter input
Capac=tanceBlock (for iterated nodes)
KODE, N, CAP (N), II, JJ (215, El0 0, 215)
11100 (15)
KODE = 0 or blank
N = node number
CAP (N) =- node capac.tance (massx specific heat)
II = limit for muir=pieparameter input
JJ = spacingfor multiple parameter input
Conductance Block
KODE, N, I, J, COND (N), II, JJ (415, E 10.0, 215)
11100 (15)
KODE = 0or blank
N = conductance sequencenumber
I = first connected node numbel
J = second connected node number "
COI_;D (N) = conductance value (overall UA)
II = limit for mulhple parameter input
JJ = spacingfor multiple parameter input
Figure 3-2. Detailed Input Description (Sheet 3 of 6)
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Radiation Coupling Block
! KODE, N, I, J, RAD(N), II, JJ (415, E10.0, 215)
11100 (15)
KODE 0 or blank
N = radiation coupling sequence number
I _ first connected node number
J = second connected node number
RAD(N) = radiation couphng value (Stefan-Boltzmann constant must be input eithe_ in the
second control card or m each value for radiators)
II = limlt for multiple parameter input
JJ = spacing for multiple parameter input
Heat Source Block
KODE, N, I, (_(I) (315, 510.0)
11100 (15)
KODE = Oorblank
N = heat sourcesequencenumber
I = number of node to wh=chsource =sapplied
(_(I} = heat sourcevalue
Conductive Constant Block
KODE, N, DIS1 (N), DIS2 (N) (215, 2F15.5)
1110
KODE = 0or blank
\ N = Conductor number constant is associatedwith
DIS1 (N) = Constant_for conductor N associatedwith
node NCOND (1. N)
DIS2 IN) = Constant-_. v for conductor N assomatedwith
node NCOND (2, N)
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Table Block
KODE, L1, L2, LFLAG, Title (415, A60) ,
X(1), X(2), X(3), X(4}, X(5), X(6), X(7) (7E10.0)
X(8) ..... X(L1) (7E10.0)
Y1 (1), Y1 (2), Y1 (3), . . . , Y1(7) (7E10.0)
Y1(8) .... Y1 (L1) (7E10.0)
Y2(1), Y2(2), Y2(3) ..... Y2(7) (7E10 0)
Y2(8) ..... Y2(L1) (7E 10.0)
YL2(1 )......... YL2(L 1) (7E10.0)
Repeat above cardsfor each table with no blank or additional records between tables. Tables are numbered
consecut0velystartingwith 1 by the program.
11100 (at end of table block only) (15)
KODE = 0, or blank
L1 = number of valuesof independent varaable
L2 = number of dependent variables
LFLAG = andexindicatangtype of table and node number associatedwith table
= 1 DTIME vs. TIME
10000: Boundary Temperature vs.Time
<20000 for node #= LFLAG - 10000
20000 Heat Sourcesvs. Time
•< 30000 for node_ = LF LAG - 20000
> 30000 Conductance vs.Temperature
< 4000C for node# = LF LAG - 30000
40000 Conductance vs. Time
< 50000 for node#- LF LAG - 40000
50000 Capac0tancevs. Temperature
'_ 50000 for node# = LFLAG - 50000
= 99999 Variable Properties
Cp(T) 1st Table
K (T) 2nd Table
Node Number vs.Table Number Block
KODE, (Jl(I), J2(I), I = 1, 7) 15, 7(215)
111O0
Figure 3-2. Detailed Input Description (Sheet 5 of 6)
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KODE 0, or blank
Jl(I) Node number
J2(I) Table number associatedwith nodenumber J1 (I)
IF J1(1) = 0 indicates alt nodesare associatedwith J2(1)
(table number)
Te,'mination Card "
KODE = 11100 Job =stermlnated
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MuRiple Parame" _tion
This opti_._ _)etmits specification of the same value ;.,r _, series of parameters, with
a single data 1.'no. For tcmpcratures or capacitances, th,, ,_.., .. ,_,m_ber is incremented by
the spacing {JJ) unti! the :imit (II) is reached. Each n_]e _,,, pec_fied is assigned the same




"'_ 0, _ 11, 1"_ 7
I1 - Limit for multiple parameter input /
/JJ - _pacing for multiple parameter input
Equivalent to:
0, 7, 500. "_ The node number in this
0, 8, 500, l case is increased by
0, 9, 500, one to the limit 11,
0, 10, 500, spaced by one.
O, Ii, 500,
For conductancesor radiationcouplingsthefeatureis similarexceptthattheparameter
number (N)and thetwo node numbers (Iand J) art mcrement.,<iby thespacinguntilthe
parameter number reachesthe limitvalue. Again thesame valceis assignedto each
parameter. An example follows showing application of this feature in the Conductance
Block.
First connected node number
Conductor seqvence number ---'-_ / _--Secoad connected node number
/
KODE..._, , , _ _ "--C°nduct°rvalue
0, 8, 13, 23, 7.2, 14, _....q_._.._This single card using
Multiple Parameter II- Limit for multiple parameter input P /
Input is equivalent to JJ - Spacing for mu..iple parameter input"
the following seven cards.
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J tNOTE: The conductor _'0, 8, 13, 23, 7.2, "_ The con4uctor
sequence no., and both 0, 9, 14, 24, 7.2, sequence number,
node numbers advance O, 13, 15, 25, 7.2, thefirstnode number
by JJ interval O, 11, 16, 26, 7.2, and thesecond ,_ode
O, 12, 17, 27, 7.2, number are incremented
0, 13, 18, 28, 7.2, by 1 until the limit
0, 14, 19, 29, 7.2, ._ conductor is reached.
If the value of JJ (spacing) was 2, the equivalent would be:
0, 8, 13, 23, 7.2,
0, 10, 15, 25, 7.2,
0, 12, 17, 27, 7.2,
0, 14, 19, 29, 7.2,
24




SAMPLE I)ROBLEM .NO. 1
The first sample probl,*m providt,d by tht, T_'chnical Monitor was a I,ockalloy
structure with a one incil diameter perturbance. The structure ix dr'pitted in Figure 4-1.
As shown, it is hor,,,eshoe shaped and symmetric about axis A. Flw model for this
structure is comprised of a number of rectangular and circular s,,_mented nodes. It is
three layers deep except for the perturbance. The node numbering scheme was provided
by the Technical Monitor. Figure 4-2 shows the external boundary conditions
and material properties. Note that the heat transfer coefficients vary near
the rod. A math model was created representing the structure and is highlighted in
Figure 4-3. The model contains 1£1 iterated nodes, 2 bounda_5' nodes, lsl capacitances,
4_s conductors, 60 radiators, 48_ conductor constants, a table of physical properties
versus temperature and a node/table correspondenc(, block. The first data card is
used to Get the core allocation for the pr()gr:_m; the values iust mentioned and the requested
lS eigenvalues for this soh,tion are shown on this card. This input data file was created
and executed on the Grun:man Cyber 173 computer. The solution is displayed in Figure
4-4. Note the output option taken in thin probiem was the briefest one (i.e., no heat fluxes,
steady-state temperatures or cigenvalues). The initial conditions and the temperatures
of each node at each time step were written out. This same problem was run using the
Grumman Thermal Analyzer, which employs a forward difference technique. A
comparison pi_)t is presented in Figure 4-5, The solid symbols represent the CAVE
results while the open symbols represent the thermal analyzer results. The comparison
between the two techniques is excellent.
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Figure 4-1. Sample Problem No, 1 Geometry Configuration
%
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Taw -= 3000 OR
TinitMal = 960°R (time = 0)
Start time = 0
Final time = 40 sec
Lockalloy Emlss=vlty _- 0.8
View Factor = 1.0
Background Temperature = 519°R
Convection Nodes Surface: 10 to 14, 23 to 28, 33 to 38
43 to 48, 53 to 58, 60 to 68
and 70 to 78 have'
h/ho = 1.0
where ho = 24.5 BTU/hr ft 2 OR
The interference heating to the remaining surface nodes _s















540° R 860°R 1060 ° R 1260 °R
p(Ibm/in 3) .0756 .0756 .0756 .0756
Cp (Btu/Ibm OR) .395 .511 .548 .562
K BTU/(HR FT2 OR/FT) 123.0 99.5 89.0 81.5
Figure 4-2. Sample Problem No. 1 Boundary Conditions and Properties
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_ 1_1 _41,_ bO 1000 0 650tl It_._.__.._..._ 1STcoNTROLCARD
LANG Y
)TITLE_/_I}OEI. BLOCKNUMIJlr _ LJN_, 2NO0 13 0 (_ 0 0 U _ CONTROL CARD
22,_110 0'00 0 0 ,0010 ,011111 IsTtr4Fof)O"_----.-3RDcoNTROLCARD0 o
0 10 ,:00hE 02 0 o "
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0 _'t 000E O_ 0 0
0 | _ 000[ 0_ 0 0 A 22200 CARD IS AN
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1_,00 f) 0,0 0 0 ___ _'_- ASPACER_00 o O 0
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0 27 _e_O/_E-03 0 0o 1_.,_.o_ o
• • • •
Figure 4-3. Input File for Sample Problem No. 1 (Sheet 1 of 3)
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF
ORIGINAL PAGE IS PO01_._
0 _2 ?_IRE-0.11 0 0 CAPACITANCE
o _n 1 _ o ')t r_q_FmU(; ¢_161 1 ,(19/JE.0P O O BLOCK
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Figure4-3. InputFileforSample Problem No. : (Sheet2 of3)
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SAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 2
Sample problem No. 2 is displayect in Figures 5-1 to 5-4; it is actually three
problems• The first problem, or Model 2A, is a 160 node model (flat plate) exposed to
the given top surface boundary conditions shown in Figure 5-1 and 5-3 with all other
surface,_ being adiabatic. The entire model is made of Lockalloy and its physical
properties are displayed in Figure 5-4. The geometry and node breakdown are presented
in Figure 5-1. The geometry consists of three distinot re,ions, A, B, and C. These
regions represent areas of buildup for problems Model 2A 8: B _ncl 2C. Model 2B is con-
structed by adding an additional Lockalloy layer under regions A and B. This creates
a 256 node model, with Model 2A being the basic core. Model 2C is made up of
Model 2B and an additional layer of Lockalloy under region A resulting in a 272 node
model. Figure 5-2 depicts the nodal arrangement for each of the three models. Note
that only the additions are represented, i.e., Model 2B uses the Model 2A numbering
plus the layers shown for Model 2B. An input data set has been created for each of the
models presented and is displayed in Figures 5, 6 and 7. The data format is essentially
identical in each case, so a discussion of the Model 2A data input will ix, addressed while
noting any differences in the remaining model input.
The first control card informs the program that the model consists of two boundary
nodes, 160 iterated nottes, 444 conductors, 80 radi ...._rs, the highest node number is 1000
(actually 999 in the model), and 0 heat sources. Mo(,,,ls 2B and 2C have increased the
number of iterated nodes and conductors on thin card. An estimate of reserved storage
was made at 12500 words. This numlx_r is based on the data size and a user "feel" for
its estimated size which comes with program use. It should be noted that the output dis-
plays the actual reserve storage needed and in this case it was 7269 words. Therefore
the input value could have been less. The user also chose to use 14 eigenvalues and
employed both the diagnostic option and the flux option. Models 2B and 2C used the
default output option which displays only the initial conditions and the temperature time
history. The user then input the desired title. Note four lines must be used. The
example shows three lines of text and a blank line. On the second control card the user





initial time of zero, a time step of 0.01 and a final time of 0.1. The t_nit of time in this ease
is hours which is specified implicitly in the choice of units for thermal conductivity and
radiation couplings. The Stephan-Boltzmann constant has also b_,en includ(,d as an input
which indicates that the values for the radiation couplings do not have this valu(, folded into
them. The 22200 is used as a comment card an(linthis case it is used as a s(,parator.
The next block em.ountered is the' inili::li t(,mperatur(_ block and indlcate_ th:lt all 1{;0 nodes
arc initially at 500°F. The 1)lo('k is terminated b,,' ill(' illl)0 (.nrd. Not(' in Figure' 5-(; and
5-7 that the initial temperature block has been ir.er_,ast,d to 25(; nodes and 272 nod(,s f_r
Model 2B and Model 2C respectively. The boundary nodes .(}9s and 999 are displayed next
at 2390°F and 59°F. This data is followed bythe capacitanceblo(,k tmass times specific
heat) for each iterated node. Again not(, the additional capacifances listed for Models
2B and 2C. The conductance links are established next and represent an overall UA
computation. Both conduction links (iterated nod(' to iterated nod('l and convectivr,
links (iterated node to boundary node) are represented. The number of conductance
links increased dramatically from model to model (1.14 to (;95 to 727) due to the increase
ir_ the nodal definition. Not(' the use of the multiple parameter option in the conductance
blocks of Model 2B and Model 2C to minimize the input. The user set-up conductance
values for 48 conductors with just 5 lines of input {Figur: _ 5-(;), The radiation block
follows with the first surface only represented (80 nodes) since it is the only surface
exposed to the radiation boundary condition. This block is followed by the cor.due-
tance constant block and represents the value of A/A X for each iterated conductance
link, i.e., all links not exposed to boundary notes. The final 2 blocks deal with table
descriptions. The first represents the change in specific heat and conductivity with
temperature. Note the units in this case are ° F and inches. The node/table corre-
spondence uses this table to describe the proper_y changes and relates table to node
number. The final card entered is the termination card.
Figures 5-8 to 5-10 represent the resulting output for each of these three
executions. Figure 5-8 is the output from the Model 2A run. It includes the output from
the diagnostic and flux optioa_. Figures 5-9 and 5-10 represent the default output which
is the initial conditions plus the temperature time history of Model 2B and 2C. Referring
to Figure 5-8 after the inital conditions are printed the program displays the stead) - \
state temperature solution followed by the eigenvectors for the number of dominant
etgenvalues requested. The nodal temperatures and the cumulative heat flux from node
to node at the end of the first time step are printed next. This process is repeated
at each time step.
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Finally, Figures 5-11 to 5-13 represent a comparison of the CAVE3 execution
to a C_umman Thermal Analyzer execution for these three models. The solid symbols
represent CAVE3 and the open ones the Thermal Analyzer. Note the exccellont 3greement
in all cases thus establishing the validity and accuracy of CAVE3.
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Figure 5-11. Sample Problem No. 2, Model 2A, Verification Plot
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Figure 5-12. _mple ProLlem No. 2, Model 2B, Verification Plot
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This section presents the details of the CAVE3 organization and structure. A
simplified flow diagram of CAVE3 is presented in Figure 6-1.
CAVE3 is organized in a main program with 18 subroutines. The ii_t of subroutines
is given in Table 6-1 together with the function of each subroutine. Many subroutines are
identical to subroutines used in the CAVE (Ref (1)) and CAPE codes (NASA CR-2435).
Figure 6-2 presents the organization of CAVE3 in terms of the more important subroutine
calls. Table 6-2 gives the variable list h_r CAVE3.
Flow charts or descriptions for each subroutine are given in Figures 6-3 through 6-19.
They are arranged in alphabetical order. For convenience and completeness, they are
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Table 6-1. Subroutine l)cscriptions
Ro,atin_ Description
CAVE Main routine - Sets up storage array and dynamically allocate core
storage to match the input requir(;monts.
AORDER Orders a set of real numl)crs.
BIJEN Obtains domin,-nt eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a given matrix (using
, Jennings Method of simu]tan('ous vector iteration),
S_VITCIt Utility routine to convert columns of a matri× to rows or vice vc.rsa.
SCAPR2 Computes scalar prodt,ct of two vectors.
CAVE3 Establishes the main flox_ of the program.
CINIT Initializes variables to zero.
DSCT Computes the steady state and time dependent solutions.
DISPLA Prints scalars, vectors, rectangular matrices, packed symmetric
matrices and liessenburg matrices.
EVECGS Prepares approximate guesses for the eigenvectors.
I LLTRAN Cholesky decomposition of a positive definite symmetric matrix.
ORNML Carries out the standard Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization of a group
of vectors.
RVORDR Reorders estimated eigenvalues according to magnitude.
SETUP Establishes the CONNET and BFLIiX arrays which a:-e the matrix
diagonal term=; the net conductance and net flux terms respectively.
XTABS Table read-in routine.
XINTP Finds values of several dependent variables from a table by linear
interpolation on a single in(lependent variabh'.
TABLE Determines which variables are changing and calls the appropriate
tables to compute the result. Changes the CONI), CAP, Q and T
arrays as required. "
TRISLV Solution of a system of N linear equations using the Cholesky factor.





The following is an alphabetical listing of the principle program variables and their
definitions. Most are stored in COMMON. Other variables are used as indices, counters,
or intermediate storage locations; but their flmctions may easily be determined from an
inspection of the program listing. Input variables _rc indicated b_, the letter 'T'. Array
names show their dimensions.
BFLUX (NUMTOT) Net Flux of each node including heat
sources and bot,n(lary conductance
times boundary temperature.
BUFF (20) I Buffer -egion for listing of title cards.
t
CAP (NUMTOTI I Thermal capacitance. Subscript is ,
node numbers. Inputted as mass x
specific heat, stored as
1/_/(mass x specific heat)
CONI) (NUMCON) I Thermal conductance. Subscript is
conductance number (UA)
CONNET (NUMTOT) Net conductance of each node.
CP1 (NUMITR) Storage location for previously
computed value of CAP (N) used
for readiusting CAP (N) when
properties change.
DTIME I Ti me step
I)UM Input buffer and intermediate storage
in several areas
EVAL (NEVALV) eigenvalues
EVEC (NUMITR, NEVALV) eigenvector
FCT (50) Table look-up return
FTIME I End computing time
IDIAG I Diagnostic Flag
IFLUX I Flux output fl_g
II I "Llmtt" for multiple parameter Input
(see input data discussion Section)
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Table 6-2. Variable List (Cont'd)
IJ2 (NUMTOT) f Table of subscripted node representing
variable physi(,nl I)roperty
JJ I "Spacing" for multiple parameter input
(see input data discussion ,Section)
KNBN Number of I)q)tmd'lr_" nodes
KNIN Numl)er of iterat('(I nodes and boundary ,
nodes
KNQ Number of heat sources
KODE I Program control parameter
LFLAG (50) I Table flag indicating Wpe of table
L1 (50) I Number of values of independent variable
in n table. Subscript is table number
L2 (50) I Number of dependent variables in a
table. Subscript is table number.
MAXB Total number of nodt,s iterated and
boundary
MAXT Total number of iter:_ted nodes
N3 N4 * N5
N4 Number of conductanees
N5 Number ox radiation couplings
NCOND (2, NUMCON) I List of nodes connected by conductors.
Ftrst subscript reserves room for two
nodes. Second subscript is conductor
number
NEVALU I Number of eigenvalues to be used.
NIN (NUMITR) List of node numbers of iterated nodes
NLAST (50) Position of independent variable in -
STG array from previous table look-up.
Subscript is table number
NMAXB lligh node number of botmdary nodes
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Table 6-2. Variable List (Cont'd)
NMTRIC I Flag indicating units of input
NOI)E (NUMNOD) Array containing node position in NLN
array us function of node label
NPOS (50) Position of variable list for table in
STt; array. Sul_s(.ril)t is table number
NQ (NUMFLX_ I I,ist of nodes to which heat sources are
applied. Subscript is source number
NRAD (2, N[TMRAD) 1 List of nodes connected I)v radiation
couplings. First subscript reserves
space for two no(les. Second subser:pt
is radiation coupling numb(:r
NSTR I Reserve Storage _ords
NTABS (50) Number of tables
Q (NUMFLX) I lleat source. Subscript is source
nu tuber
N UMBND I Number of boundary nodes
N UMCON I Number of conductances
NIIMNOD I Numl)er of highest nodes
NUMFLX I Number of fluxes
NUMITR I Number of iterated nodes
N(TMRAI) I Number of radiations
NUMSCR I Storage variables
NUMTOT Number of iterated and boundary nodes
(dl (NUMCON) lleat flux from node to each adlacent
nodes, accumulated over each time
SIG I St ephen - Boltz mann con sta nt
STG (5000) I Independent and dependent table
vn riables
T (NUMTOT) I Temperature of interated and boundary
nodes. Subscript is node number
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Table 6-2. Variable List (Cont'd)
TIlVlE I Time
TSS (NUMITR) Steady State Temperature array
XK1 (NUMITR) Initial value of conductivity
XNOD (NUMCON) Conductance Constant A/_ X in x
d irection




CAVE SETStP ARRAYSTO THE
PROPER SIZE TOSTORE ALl
NECESSARY DATA CAtLS
MEMORY MACRO _OR
DYNAMIC At | ()CATION
C A_VE_3 FSTABLISHFS THE MAIN J
PROGRA _,_ F t ()W
T
i
Clhlr PR(I(3RAM INITIAl I/All(IN
' XRF[)I- REAl) It-_ INPIJT _IAPf L)
WRfTE INITIAl C()NI)I/ff)NS,




T RI.J{: N_ "
F SETUP REC()MPt.ITESLAPA(.IT'%N(:I'S_
________DU_CTAN ,S[TC
_ . | ....
I
_ HEC(IMPIJT_-S TSS _ARRAYJ & 1
TEMP IARRAY I
Figure (;-2. (}rganizntmn of CAVE3 in "l'urms of the Mor¢, lml)ortant Subroutine Calls





ITERATED TEMPERATURES, CONDUCTANCES ETC
COMPUTER CAPACITANCES AS1 (MCPi
LINEARIZESRADIATIONCOUPLINOSAND FOLDS
THEM INTO CONDUCTANCE BLOCK
DSC_._TCOMPUTES THE STEADY STATE SOLUTION FALSE Ill
TSS (ARRAY) AND THE ITERATED TEMPERATURE
TEMP (ARRAY) TSS (ARRAY) OUTPUT TEMP (ARRAY)
& FLUX(ARRAY) TABLE DETERMINESWHICH NODES
ARE TO BE CHANGED AT EACH
TIME STEPAND ALTERS THF
APPROPRIATE VALUES I E. COND,
CAP ETC
r
I TIME = TIME + DTIME 1 SETUP PECOMPUTES
"_ALSE DSCI" RECOMPUTES TSS (ARRAY) l
& TEMP (ARRAY)
I DSC__.TZ (ENTRY DSCT) NO CHANGES HAVE BEEN !MADE TO PROPERTIES RECOMPUTF3NEWTEMP(ARRAY) BASEDON NEW TIME OUTPUTS
TEMP(ARRAY)& FLUX (ARRAY)
Figure 6-2. Organization of CAVE3 in Terms of the More Important Subroutine Calls
(Sheet 2 of 2)
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REAl) DA[APAf4AIVIFTERS I
NUMBND, ['.JtJr,.,111R, IF LUX
I SETI)A[A ARRAY SIZE
N IG]AL SIZi ()t ARIqAY
I I B 23000 _ N I
23000 I)ECIMA[ ,%IZE OF PROGf_AM
,L
CA[ L CHANGE tlR_
ES]ABLISHES HI(]UIHf ,) (,OR[ ST()RAGF
I 1CAI L CAVE3CAVE3 CONTROL S THE PROGRAMFLOW I
Figure (;-3. Mnin Routine Flow Chnrt
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I'UHPOSE: ORDER A SET OF REAL NUMBERS
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALLAORDER (A,N, IPERM)
NAME DIMENSION DESCRIPTION
INPUT A A(N) ELEMENTS TO BE ORDERED
N NUMBER OF ELEMENTS= I NI
N >0 INCREASING ORDER
N _0 DECREASING ORDER
OUTPUT IPERM IPERM(N) ORDER VECTOR -
SPECIFIES THE SEQUENCE
OF ELEMENT INDEX NUMBERS
WHICH WILL PRESENT
A AS AN ORDERED SET,
I,e,
DO 100 I = 1, N
100 WRITE (6, 1) A (IPERM(I))
1 FORMAT (F 10.5)
WILL LIST A AS AN ORDERED ARRAY
',RDER CALLS NO OTHER SUBROUTINES
Figure 6-4. Subroutine AORDER Description
(From NASA CR-2435)
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J CALL LLTRAN(j REP ACE(A)





B V 1 AV
USING COMPACT SPARSE I
STRUCTURE OF A IORTHONORMAI IZEI
_r [EI(;ENVECTOHS
IIN THE ORDER
SET EIGFNVALUES [l) DIA(; IR, _ IWITH RE'qPECT
TO RAY LE IGH QLIOTII._NT_. T() EIGF NVALUE
,i, Is,z_fCALCULATE
EIGENVALUE IFRRORS & I
I)E-iERMINE MAX £RFIOR ORDER IFIGENVALUES
I 'i 1_.oo_ _,_,_TO_S
NO NO [ SET B T"O_













Figure 6-6. Subroutine CINIT Flow Chart
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APPLICABLE COMPUTERS" IBM 360/370, CDC 6000 SERI ES
SOURCE LANGUAGE' FORTRAN IV
PURPOSE' To Siml)hfy printing of mathematical types of data structurus _n an easily read format which allows
t_tles and index labels
METHOD' FORTRAN Iooplnq and w_lte statements wh,ch indexesand addresses ar_aysaccordmg to their type.
USAGE: Call DISPLA (X, NFILE, TITLE, KAR, KIND, NROWS, NCOLS, MID).
X -- Input - Array of one ot more values to be I]rmted
NFILE -- Input - FORTRAN unrt for pt intmg
TITLE - Input -- Vector of KAR characters used as title.
KAR - Input - Number of characters in above string
KIND - Input - Type of mathemat_c,d data structure..
= O scalar (or w:ctor printed on one hne with no index)
1 vector of ]NROWS I elements, indexed
- 2 Rectangular INROWS I by NCOLS matrix -- Dmlenslon (MID, ')
= 3 Packed Symmc, tllc matrix of older INROWSI
- 2 3 - Iowertrlangular I)alttal,owsd NROWSposltwe
..4 5
- 4 - Iowes triangular partial columns if NROWS negative
5
- 4 - Transposed Hess,,nbelg mat_,x of order NROWS -- Dimension (MID, MID)
NROWS -- Input -- Number ol elements If KIND _ 0 or 1
Number of lows tf KIND 2
-Matrix ordel if KIND = 3or 4
NCOLS --Input --Numbel of columnslf KIND- 2
- IgnoJed otherwise
MID - Input - Matlix D,nenslonlf KIND- 2ol 4
- Ignored othe_ wise
SUBROUTINE REQUIRED. SWITCH
Figure 6-7. Subroutine I)ISPLA Description
(From NASA CR-2435)
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INITIALIZE NUMBER (() 1
SETSCR2 = DIAG (A)
TSS M 'F
DEFINE NUMBEH(I) NUMBER OF
WORDS FOR THE I TH ROWOF DS
SET INDE)_ ii)
SET DS (INDEX (I)* I) DIAG (A)
SET DS (OFF-DIAGONAL) 0
SET MSTR = NUMBER OF WORDS FOR DS
/
DEFINE DS(OFF OIAGONA[) /
J
SETSCR3 (NONZEROOFF DIAG(, _)
DEFINE LC FOR NETWORK DESCRIPTIONS
/








ILALL [RI3L V LLAL_ WAHD _f_U f [)HWAHI) I
ISUBSTITUTION SI:T r_ M T . D_-FINES T'SS
PRINT TSS I
I CALL BIJEN COMPtlT[ S ()OMINANT [I(JENVAL I,JES AND
EtGENVECTORS T)F A
I SETSSCR2 M (T T ,
SCR I v T • SCR 2
SCR 2 - EXP _J_T)" ECR 1
TEMP TSS * M V" SCR 2
NT CURTIM, NE /
J
!
COMPLITE AND PRINT FLUX I
I
Figure 6-S. Subroutine I)SCT Flow Chart (Sheet 2 of 2)
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EVECGS computes guessesof the eigenvaules,eigenvectorsand associatedpermutation index that are necessary
to start the iteration in the Jenningsmethod to calculate eigenvaluesand elgenvectors. The formulae used for these
guessesare:




YL FOR BOITOM ._
HALF
h





_,', l SKY DECOMPOSITION QF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYNbIETRIC MATRIX,
'__LN rl I !_4INARY FOR LINE_f SYSTEM SOl UTION VIA SUBROUTINE TRIS_ V.
THF MATRIX IS STORED IN A ONE DIMENSIONAl ARRAY, A, IN A COMPACT
WAY t,'II- IS MOTIVATED Bv THF .°ATTE_* OF _JONZERO E' Er4ENTS IN THE
A, T,'I,'.
THE MATRIX iS GIVEN ProW-WISE ST_qTT_NG WT]H THE FIRST NONZERO
! I_".IE"IT AND "-L,NrLUDING WITH THE D!AG"JA[ E_ E"AEHT !',J" UDTNG INTEFI,'SR
-Z[ FOb.
THE ARFAY rlUr4BEP (.["/E') TH 7 rjlJblP,E," -),- El E_4E"IT3 ST",RED FOP EACH
r. W.
THF AF,Pf,,Y _'-'D[_.' IS D'_,cINLD "_"' -;"!E F' lit ,.,,F -,- "s:_- Tile Tr,D_X "'."
D!AG,tLN.A[ _-, _ENTS }'- THL '"AT-'X.
NSTR !, TIt r,llJr4gEF ,, _,! F.S "! - ,_A[-" '"_.F T'.r ]r'!q T_4_- r._ATPIX.
N IS T_tE ,}>,DEF __F THE '/'ATFT. X.
NIX IS -£T H,Y THE F'St;Tfr'IC A',] ZEP', i'l_,-r::,IA', I Y, Arid AS -_ IF THE
' _ FI -TH lEADING PPIN,-[PI.E ;4[N',P FAIl ; T _ F'E _IIJ,4,_-FI'-A[ LY D"DSTTI'../E
DEFINITE.
THE APFAY A IS FEDEFI_-D T? c'E_RsSLNT THE ' A,;EF DiA,AJI'IAI
.'-HOI.ESKY FACT,,_,I.. GENERAI BY /'., I FDI/',G(PI) ELEr,4E_ITS '-F a, W[[ . RE I"I'_['J-
ZERO ON OUTPUT, EVEN IF THEFL. _RE :.IANY INTER[OF,' ZEROS ON INPUT.
THE PATTERN OF STORAGE IS ILLUSTRATED BY THE 6X6 CASE BELOW.
MATR IX A (I,I) NUMBEF:( I )
X X u O O O 1 1
X X X X r_ X o b 2
u X X 0 0 0 STOPED [H THE -,PDEP _"- 4. 5 2
0 X 0 X X X _" ;, 7 Fs 3
0 ) 0 X X O _ -l_- -_',- 9 A 2
6 X 0 X 0 X "Y" B "- D E F 5








INDEXJ FROM I TOM 1
4,




INDEX I I F|ROM I TO N I
t





Figure 6-11. Subroutine ORNML Flow Chart*
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QUANTITY SYMBOL INPUT/OUTPUT DIMENSION
EIGENVALUES R IN _-OUT R(MM)
EIGENVECTORS V IN + OUT V(MiD, MM)
RANK VECTOR K OUT K(MM)
PERMUTATION VECTOR L OUT L(MM)
EIGENVECTOR DIMENSION N IN -
NUMBER OF EIGENVECTORS MM IN -
DIMENSION OF ARRAY
















• (SOURCE : NASA CR-2435)
Figure 6-12. Subroutine RVORDR Flow Chart"
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SCAPR2 CALCULATES THE INNER
PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS STORED








Flgure 6-13. Subroutine SCAPR2 Flow Chart*
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0 , I OR 3
I
ESTABLISH CONNET ARRAY NET I
CONDUCTANCE OF EACH NODE
ESTABLISH 8FLUX ARRAY NET HEAT
F LUXES 8, BOUNDARY CONDUCTANCE
".%T
i LINEARIZE THE RADIATION COUPLINGS
I AND ADD THE RADIATION COUPLINGS
TO THE CONDUCTANCE BLOCK
I
Figure 6-14. Subroutine SETUP Flow Chart
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TEMPERATURE OF NODE (LELAG-10000
TABLE LOOKUP OF HEAT SOURCESVS VSTIME
TIME FORNODE (LFLAG-20000) 3_, (_




(_ LFLAG 60000 1
NO TABLE LOOKUP OF CAPACITANCE VS
TEMPERATURE FOR CAPACITANCE
(LF LAG - 50000)
YES
AG 99999 YES
Figure 6-15. Subroutine TABLE Flow Chart (Sheet 1 of 2)
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vTABLE I_OOKUPOF SPECIFIC HEAT I
lAS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
RECOMPUTE CAPACITANCE TERM ]
j YES
q
TABLE LOOKUP OF CONDUCTIVITY AS
FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
!








SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF N _ INEAR EQUATIL_NS USING THE rHC' ESKY
FACTOR OFTEN COMPUTED BY SUBROUTINE [LTRAN. IN OTHER WOPDS, THE
rOEFFICIENT MATRIX IS REPRESENTED AS THE PPODUF-T Or A LCWEP TP[ANGULAR
MATRIX TIMES ITS TRANSPOSE. THIS IOWER TRIANCHI AR :4ATRIX IS SPECIFIED
BY THE FORTRAN ARRAYS, A AKD NUMBER. THE J,ATPiX IS STGFED WITHOUT
LEADING OR TRAILING ZEROS -- IN EA,-H ROW, D!AGONAr S MUST BE NONZERO.
THE PATTERN OF STORAGE IS ILLUSTRATED F_y THE 6Xe_ _ASE r_,ELOW.
MATE IX AC IJ) NUMBER(1)
X b O 0 0 0 1 1
X X 0 0 0 0 2 :_ 2
0 X X O 0 0 STCRED iN THE CRDER _ 4 5 2
0 X 0 X 0 0 _ 6 7 8 3
0 0 0 X X 0 _ _ _ 9 A 2
0 X 0 X 0 X _ B C D E F 5
WHERE A THROUGH F DENOTE 10 THROUGH 15.
THE ROUTINE NEEDS TO BE TOLD THE NUMBEF OF E_ EMENTS STORED IN
EArtH ROW GIVEN BY THE ARRAY NUMBER. NSTR IS .GE° SUM NUMBER (1) t
I = 1. N) THE POUTINE S©I_VES THE :4 RIGHT HAND - SIDES AI ONCE, II
REPLACES THE RIGHT I_ND SIDES BY THE CORRESPONDING SOL UTIONS. THE
RIGHT HAND SIDES ARE STORED AS rOIUI4NS OF THE 2 DIMENSIONAL ARRAY,
Y, DIMENSION TO MID _Y M, WHERE_ I41D, GE, rl, THE POLITINE AI SO rAN
PEqUPSE NI OOP TIMES WHICH IS LISEFUI IN SOME EIGENVEETOR CALCUI ATIONS.
Figure 6-16. Subroutine TRISLV Description
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READ TITLE CARDS ] 1
MODIFY THE CAPACITANCE
TO REPRESENT
TEMPERATURE 1 _ MCP
I ION,,S CONO' CT  CI
STEPHAN-BOLTZMANN BLOCK
CONSTANT
TEMPERATURE BLOCK & SINKS
( ! ITEMPERATURES UI
Figure 6-17. Subroutine XRED:_ Flow Ch_rt
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Figure 6-18. Subroutine XTABS Flow Chart
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